Whenever International Activities Newsletter will be delivered to you to keep you updated with our international activities, whenever.

Professors Tanaka, Koyama, & Horiuchi from Saku University, Japan met with Dean Dzurec, faculty, & students on March 17, 2011.

International Student Pizza Party on Friday March 18, 2011

Professor Tanaka & Pim (PhD student from Thailand) are introducing each other at the party.

Dr. Budd & Nidal (PhD student from Jordan) are having a great time.
Dr. Sedlak & Professor Horiuchi are real serious about getting to know each other before their assignments.

Ahmed (PhD Student from Saudi Arabia) & Dr. Sterns are up for their round.

We appreciate you Debby, the lady behind the scene…

Abdu (PhD Student from Saudi) is lounging peacefully…

Homood (PhD Student from Saudi), & Wanchana (MSN student from Thailand) are also exchanging information.

Tanya (PhD student from Thailand) is having a wonderful time…
Prof. Fleming is being introduced by Kawther (PhD student from Jordan), Lara (Kawther’s daughter), and Lara’s Blue Rabbit.

Prof. Wilk & Mohammad (MSN student from Jordan) AND Prof. Schultz & Audi (MSN student from Jordan) are learning about each other.

Till Next Time...

Sayonara...